SUMMARY:
BioLite is looking for an analytical supply chain and operations manager with strong communication skills to help oversee global supply chain planning and purchasing. This position, reporting to the CFO, will play a central role in contributing to the continued fast-paced international and domestic growth of the organization while building the core infrastructure required to support BioLite’s exciting future.

TITLE: Inventory Planning Manager
HOURS: Full-time
LOCATION: Brooklyn, NY
REPORTS TO: CFO
COMPENSATION: Salary is competitive with other early-stage companies, including healthcare benefits, bonus plan, and equity stock options.

COMPANY OVERVIEW:
BioLite is a for-profit social enterprise that develops, manufactures and markets distributed energy solutions for off-grid communities around the world. Our business serves two distinct markets, 1) developing-world families living in energy poverty, and 2) outdoor enthusiasts seeking fuel-independent cooking and electricity. This is a unique opportunity to join a fast-moving company with both a technical and creative environment in the heart of Brooklyn. If you are looking to work with a growing team with a passion for the outdoors and a powerful social mission, we’re your company.

KEY ACTIVITIES:
- Actively manage supply planning and inventory management across outdoor market SKUs and emerging markets SKUs
- Analyze sales forecast/demand plan to dictate supply planning
- Work closely with manufacturing team to place purchase orders and help plan factory production
- Lead weekly Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) meetings
- Recommend and optimize inventory shipment plan across multiple warehouses, including allocating inventory between operating channels

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
- 2-4 years of experience in a planning or analytical role, ideally with experience in consumer products, manufacturing, ecommerce, or management consulting
- Highly analytical, with ability to perform detailed and well-organized analysis while also being able to communicate effectively with leadership team and external vendors on a range of topics
- Undergraduate degree in engineering, business, or other analytical discipline
- Desire to work in a fast growing, venture-funded startup making a positive social impact
- Strong work ethic and pro-active mindset

Apply using this link.